Abstract. An inclusion relation between classes of functions, defined by Ruscheweyh derivative and related to spirallike functions, given by S.S. Bhoosnurmath and M. V. Devadas [2] is disproved and some new results axe given.
Introduction
Let H denote the class of functions / which are analytic in the unit disk A -{z : \z\ < 1} and normalized by /(0) = 0 = /'(0) -1. An analytic function / on A is said to be subordinate to an analytic function g on A (written / -< g) if f(z) = g(w(z)), z G A for some analytic function w with u>(0) = 0 and| w(z) |< 1 in A. The Hadamard product (convolution) of two power series oo oo
is defined as the power series oo {f*9)(z) = ^2akbkz k , ze A. for n € No. In this paper we show that (2.1) is not true. 1 [(1 -z)-" -l] , \fi+ l|e-iA < A < .
Disproof of an inclusion relation of classes
Robertson [5] showed that g belongs to C\ = Spi[l, -1], and is not univalent on A, when p, lies in the set R defined by the inequalities < 1, +1| > 1, \fi -1| > 1 (see figure 1). Hence g belongs to 5pi[l, -1] and not to Spo [1, -1] = Sp x , when p, lies in the set R defined above.
Other properties of the class Sp x [A,B]
In the following we show how to move through different classes of Sp*[A,B], for different n, first through an integral transformation and the second by using convolution with hypergeometric functions. ,(3, A, B), where R\(\, f3, A, B) is the smallest positive root of the equation (3.5). This result is sharp as can be seen from the function f given in (3.4) .
